Non-compositional expressions present a special challenge to NLP applications. We present a method for automatic identification of non-compositional expressions using their statistical properties in a text corpus. Our method is based on the hypothesis that when a phrase is non-composition, its mutual information differs significantly from the mutual informations of phrases obtained by substituting one of the word in the phrase with a similar word.
Introduction
Non-compositional expressions present a special challenge to NLP applications. In machine translation, word-for-word translation of non-compositional expressions can result in very misleading (sometimes laughable) translations. In information retrieval, expansion of words in a non-compositional expression can lead to dramatic decrease in precision without any gain in recall. Less obviously, non-compositional expressions need to be treated differently than other phrases in many statistical or corpus-based NLP methods. For example, an underlying assumption in some word sense disambiguation systems, e.g., (Dagan and Itai, 1994; Li et al., 1995; Lin, 1997) , is that if two words occurred in the same context, they are probably similar. Suppose we want to determine the intended meaning of "product" in "hot product". We can find other words that are also modified by "hot" (e.g., "hot car") and then choose the meaning of "product" that is most similar to meanings of these words. However, this method fails when non-compositional expressions are involved. For instance, using the same algorithm to determine the meaning of "line" in "hot line", the words "product", "merchandise", "car", etc., would lead the algorithm to choose the "line of product" sense of "line".
We present a method for automatic identification of non-compositional expressions using their statistical properties in a text corpus. The intuitive idea behind the method is that the metaphorical usage of a non-compositional expression causes it to have a different distributional characteristic than expressions that are similar to its literal meaning.
Input Data
The input to our algorithm is a collocation database and a thesaurus. We briefly describe the process of obtaining this input. More details about the construction of the collocation database and the thesaurus can be found in (Lin, 1998) .
We parsed a 125-million word newspaper corpus with Minipar, 1 a descendent of Principar (Lin, 1993; Lin, 1994) , and extracted dependency relationships from the parsed corpus. A dependency relationship is a triple: (head type modifier), where head and modifier are words in the input sentence and type is the type of the dependency relation. For example, (la) is an example dependency tree and the set of dependency triples extracted from (la) are shown in (lb). There are about 80 million dependency relationships in the parsed corpus. The frequency counts of dependency relationships are filtered with the loglikelihood ratio (Dunning, 1993) . We call a dependency relationship a collocation if its log-likelihood ratio is greater than a threshold (0.5). The number of unique collocations in the resulting database 2 is about 11 million. Using the similarity measure proposed in (Lin, 1998), we constructed a corpus-based thesaurus 3 consisting of 11839 nouns, 3639 verbs and 5658 adjective/adverbs which occurred in the corpus at least 100 times.
Mutual Information of a Collocation
We define the probability space to consist of all possible collocation triples. We use LH R M L to denote the frequency count of all the collocations that match the pattern (H R M), where H and M are either words or the wild card (*) and R is either a dependency type or the wild card. For example,
• [marry V:¢ompl:N sister[ is the frequency count of (marry V: compl :N sister).
• [marry V:compl:~ *1 is the total frequency count of collocations in which the head is marry and the type is V:compl:hi (the verb-object relation).
• I* * *l is the total frequency count of all collocations extracted from the corpus.
To compute the mutual information in a collocation, we treat a collocation (head type modifier) as the conjunction of three events:
A: (* type *) B: (head * *) C: (* * modifier)
The mutual information of a collocation is the logarithm of the ratio between the probability of the collocation and the probability of events A, B, and C co-occur if we assume B and C are conditionally independent given A:
(2) mutualInfo(head, type, modifier)
P(A,B,c)

= log P(B[A)P(C[A)P(A)
[head type modifier[ In this section, we use several examples to demonstrate the basic idea behind our algorithm. Consider the expression "spill gut". Using the automatically constructed thesaurus, we find the following top-10 most similar words to the verb "spill" and the noun "gut": The following table shows the frequency and mutual information of "red tape" and word combinations in which one of "red" or "tape" is substituted by a similar word: Even though many other similar combinations exist in the collocation database, they have very different frequency counts and mutual information values than "red tape".
Finally, consider a compositional phrase: "economic impact". The top-10 most similar words are: The frequency counts and mutual information values of "economic impact" and phrases obtained by replacing one of "economic" and "impact" with a similar word are in Table 4 . Not only many combinations are found in the corpus, many of them have very similar mutual information values to that of nomial distribution can be accurately approximated by a normal distribution (Dunning, 1993) . Since all the potential non-compositional expressions that we are considering have reasonably large frequency counts, we assume their distributions are normal. Let Ihead 1;ype modifier I = k and 1. * .1 = n. The maximum likelihood estimation of the true probability p of the collocation (head type modifier) is /5 = ~. Even though we do not know what p is, since p is (assumed to be) normally distributed, there is N% chance that it falls within the interval
where ZN is a constant related to the confidence level N and the last step in the above derivation is due to the fact that k is very small. Table 3 shows the z~ values for a sample set of confidence intervals.
"economic impact". In fact, the difference of mutual information values appear to be more important to the phrasal similarity than the similarity of individual words. For example, the phrases "economic fallout" and "economic repercussion" are intuitively more similar to "economic impact" than "economic implication" or "economic significance", even though "implication" and "significance" have higher similarity values to "impact" than "fallout" and "repercussion" do. These examples suggest that one possible way to separate compositional phrases and noncompositional ones is to check the existence and mutual information values of phrases obtained by substituting one of the words with a similar word. A phrase is probably non-compositional if such substitutions are not found in the collocation database or their mutual information values are significantly different from that of the phrase.
Algorithm
In order to implement the idea of separating noncompositional phrases from compositional ones with mutual information, we must use a criterion to determine whether or not the mutual information values of two collocations are significantly different. Although one could simply use a predetermined threshold for this purpose, the threshold value will be totally arbitrary, b-hrthermore, such a threshold does not take into account the fact that with different frequency counts, we have different levels confidence in the mutual information values. We propose a more principled approach. The frequency count of a collocation is a random variable with binomial distribution. When the frequency count is reasonably large (e.g., greater than 5), a bi- We further assume that the estimations of P(A), P(B]A) and P(CIA ) in (2) are accurate. The confidence interval for the true probability gives rise to a confidence interval for the true mutual information (mutual information computed using the true probabilities instead of estimations). The upper and lower bounds of this interval are obtained by substituting k with k+z~v'-g and k-z~vff in (2). Since our conn n n fidence of p falling between k+,~v~ is N%, we can I% have N% confidence that the true mutual information is within the upper and lower bound. We use the following condition to determine whether or not a collocation is compositional: Since the intervals are disjoint, the two collocations are considered to have significantly different mutual information values.
6
Evaluation There is not yet a well-established methodology for evaluating automatically acquired lexical knowledge. One possibility is to compare the automatically identified relationships with relationships listed in a manually compiled dictionary. For example, (Lin, 1998) compared automatically created thesaurus with the WordNet (Miller et al., 1990 ) and Roget's Thesaurus. However, since the lexicon used in our parser is based on the WordNet, the phrasal words in WordNet are treated as a single word. For example, "take advantage of" is treated as a transitive verb by the parser. As a result, the extracted non-compositional phrases do not usually overlap with phrasal entries in the WordNet. Therefore, we conducted the evaluation by manually examining sample results. This method was also used to evaluate automatically identified hyponyms (Hearst, 1998), word similarity (Richardson, 1997), and translations of collocations (Smadja et al., 1996) .
Our evaluation sample consists of 5 most frequent open class words in the our parsed corpus: {have, company, make, do, take} and 5 words whose frequencies are ranked from 2000 to 2004: {path, lock, resort, column, gulf}. We examined three types of dependency relationships: object-verb, noun-noun, and adjective-noun. A total of 216 collocations were extracted, shown in Appendix A.
We compared the collocations in Appendix A with the entries for the above 10 words in the NTC's English Idioms Dictionary (henceforth NTC-EID) (Spears and Kirkpatrick, 1993), which contains approximately 6000 definitions of idioms. For our evaluation purposes, we selected the idioms in NTC-EID that satisfy both of the following two conditions: (4) a. the head word of the idiom is one of the above 10 words.
b. there is a verb-object, noun-noun, or adjective-noun relationship in the idiom and the modifier in the phrase is not a variable. For example, "take a stab at something" is included in the evaluation, whereas "take something at face value" is not.
There are 249 such idioms in NTC-EID, 34 of which are also found in Appendix A (they are marked with the '+' sign in Appendix A). If we treat the 249 entries in NTC-EID as the gold standard, the precision and recall of the phrases in Appendix A are shown in The collocations in Appendix A are classified into three categories. The ones marked with '+' sign are found in NTC-EID. The ones marked with 'x' are parsing errors (we retrieved from the parsed corpus all the sentences that contain the collocations in Appendix A and determine which collocations are parser errors). The unmarked collocations satisfy the condition (3) but are not found in NTC-EID. Many of the unmarked collocation are clearly idioms, such as "take (the) Fifth Amendment" and "take (its) toll", suggesting that even the most comprehensive dictionaries may have many gaps in their coverage. The method proposed in this paper can be used to improve the coverage manually created lexical resources.
Most of the parser errors are due to the incompleteness of the lexicon used by the parser. For example, "opt" is not listed in the lexicon as a verb. The lexical analyzer guessed it as a noun, causing the erroneous collocation "(to) do opt". The collocation "trig lock" should be "trigger lock". The lexical analyzer in the parser analyzed "trigger" as the -er form of the adjective "trig" (meaning wellgroomed).
Duplications in the corpus can amplify the effect of a single mistake. For example, the following disclaimer occurred 212 times in the corpus. Duplications can also skew the mutual information of correct dependency relationships. For example, the verb-object relationship between "take" and "bride" passed the mutual information filter because there are 4 copies of the article containing this phrase. If we were able to throw away the duplicates and record only one count of "take-bride", it would have not pass the mutual information filter (3).
The fact that systematic parser errors tend to pass the mutual information filter is both a curse and a blessing. On the negative side, there is no obvious way to separate the parser errors from true non-compositional expressions. On the positive side, the output of the mutual information filter has much higher concentration of parser errors than the database that contains millions of collocations. By manually sifting through the output, one can construct a list of frequent parser errors, which can then be incorporated into the parser so that it can avoid making these mistakes in the future. Manually going through the output is not unreasonable, because each non-compositional expression has to be individually dealt with in a lexicon anyway.
To find out the benefit of using the dependency relationships identified by a parser instead of simple co-occurrence relationships between words, we also created a database of the co-occurrence relationship between part-of-speech tagged words. We aggregated all word pairs that occurred within a 4-word window of each other. The same algorithm and similarity measure for the dependency database are used to construct a thesaurus using the co-occurrence database. Appendix B shows all the word pairs that satisfies the condition (3) and that involve one of the 10 words {have, company, make, do, take, path, lock, resort, column, gulf}. It is clear that Appendix B contains far fewer true non-compositional phrases than Appendix A.
7
Related Work There have been numerous previous research on extracting collocations from corpus, e.g., (Choueka, 1988) and (Smadja, 1993) . They do not, however, make a distinction between compositional and noncompositional collocations. Mutual information has often been used to separate systematic associations from accidental ones. It was also used to compute the distributional similarity between words CHindle, 1990; Lin, 1998) . A method to determine the compositionality of verb-object pairs is proposed in (Tapanainen et al., 1998) . The basic idea in there is that "if an object appears only with one verb (of few verbs) in a large corpus we expect that it has an idiomatic nature" (Tapanainen et al., 1998 (Tapanainen et al., , p.1290 . For each object noun o, (Tapanainen et al., 1998) computes the distributed frequency DF(o) and rank the non-compositionality of o according to this value.
Using the notation introduced in Section 3, DF(o) is computed as follows:
where {vl,v2,... ,vn} are verbs in the corpus that took o as the object and where a and b are constants.
The first column in Table 5 lists the top 40 verbobject pairs in (Tapanainen et ai., 1998) . The "mi" column show the result of our mutual information filter. The '+' sign means that the verb-object pair is also consider to be non-compositional according to mutual information filter (3). The '-' sign means that the verb-object pair is present in our dependency database, but it does not satisfy condition (3). For each '-' marked pairs, the "similar collocation" column provides a similar collocation with a similar mutual information value (i.e., the reason why the pair is not consider to be non-compositional). The '<>' marked pairs are not found in our collocation database for various reasons. For example, "finish seventh" is not found because "seventh" is normalized as "_NUM", "have a go" is not found because vantage" is not found because "take advantage of" is treated as a single lexical item by our parser. The ~/marks in the "ntc" column in Table 5 indicate that the corresponding verb-object pairs is an idiom in (Spears and Kirkpatrick, 1993) . It can be seen that none of the verb-object pairs in Table 5 that are filtered out by condition (3) is listed as an idiom in NTC-EID.
8
Conclusion We have presented a method to identify noncompositional phrases. The method is based on the assumption that non-compositionai phrases have a significantly different mutual information value than the phrases that are similar to their literal meanings. Our experiment shows that this hypothesis is generally true. However, many collocations resulted from systematic parser errors also tend to posses this property. Sinhalese make x mistake make x mos make x (to) make abrasive (to) make acquaintance (to) make believer (out of) (to) make bow (to) make (a) case (to) make (a) catch (to) make (a) dash (to) make (one's) debut (to) make (up) (the) bow Jones Industrial Average (to) make (a) duplicate (to) make enemy (to) make (an) error (to) make (an) exception + (to) make (an) excuse (to) make (a) fool + (to) make (a) fortune (to) make friend +
